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The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS FOR ATTORNEYS WITH DISABILITIES
INTRODUCTION
Diversity in the legal profession has been the subject of much discussion and study for a number of years. A 2003 report by the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), entitled Diversity in Law Firms, notes the significant role that lawyers play in social, economic, and political 
life and the influence that minorities and women have been able to attain as their numbers in the legal profession increase.1
To date, individuals with disabilities generally have not been a part of the discussion about diversity in the legal profession. Yet, access to the
profession is important for people with disabilities for the same reasons it is important to minorities and women. While there is little reliable data on the
representation of individuals with disabilities in the legal profession, anecdotal evidence suggests that lawyers with disabilities face many of the same 
barriers to employment that people with disabilities face in other jobs.
Among the problems lawyers with disabilities have cited is lack of access to reasonable accommodations. Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990 (ADA) requires private and state and local government employers with 15 or more employees to provide “reasonable accommodation” to qualified
applicants and employees with disabilities, unless doing so would cause an undue hardship.2 Section 501 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 imposes the same
requirements on federal agencies, regardless of the number of employees they have.3
This fact sheet addresses the application of the reasonable accommodation obligation to attorneys and their employers.4 Attorneys with disabilities,
both as applicants and employees,5 may need a range of accommodations in order to apply for and perform many types of legal jobs. Most of the
accommodations that attorneys with disabilities may need are similar to those needed by other professionals with disabilities who work in an office setting.
Thus, much of the discussion in this document will apply to a wide range of administrative and professional jobs.
This fact sheet reviews many of the most common types of reasonable accommodations that lawyers with disabilities may need. 6 Some of these
accommodations, such as modified schedules and telecommuting, are often used by legal employers generally to attract and retain attorneys. Many legal
employers have recognized the importance of flexibility to remain competitive in hiring the best attorneys. For these employers, providing reasonable
accommodation will be an extension of this approach. In addition, providing reasonable accommodation for qualified attorneys with disabilities serves the
larger goal of enabling legal employers to diversify their workforce.
A. General Information About Reasonable Accommodation
Reasonable accommodation refers to any change in the work environment or in the way things are customarily done that enables an individual with 
a disability to enjoy equal employment opportunities.
There are three categories of reasonable accommodation:
modifications to the job application process
modifications to the work environment or to the manner or circumstances under which the position held or desired is customarily performed
modifications that enable an employee with a disability to enjoy equal benefits and privileges of employment (e.g., employer-sponsored training or 
social events).7
Reasonable accommodations remove workplace barriers that would otherwise impede qualified attorneys with disabilities from competing for jobs,
performing jobs, or gaining access to the benefits of employment. As with so many ADA issues, reasonable accommodation decisions should be made on a
case-by-case basis after discussions that allow the employer to understand the nature of the accommodation(s) requested and the precise aspect of the
application process, job, or benefit that poses a barrier. In some circumstances, an employer may also request documentation of the attorney’s disability.
B. Misconceptions Concerning Attorneys with Disabilities and Reasonable Accommodation
Some employers assume that all attorneys with disabilities will need reasonable accommodation or that accommodations will be too costly or difficult
to provide. In fact, many attorneys with disabilities will never need reasonable accommodation and most accommodations can be provided at little or no
cost.8 Employers also may mistakenly assume that if a person needs an accommodation, she is likely to be unable to meet expected performance measures
– for example, satisfying a minimum number of billable hours. Indeed, managers in professions that require long hours, specialized skills, and stressful
working conditions sometimes assume that persons with disabilities, or certain types of disabilities, are not capable of performing such work, especially if
they request reasonable accommodation.
Example 1: Juan, an associate with a medium-sized law firm, has a learning disorder (low processing speed).
Juan has been working successfully at the firm for six months, but he is concerned that his disability is
starting to create some difficulties in performing his job. Juan finds that his disability can cause him to
become distracted but that he can fully compensate for this problem by dictating his thoughts into a tape
recorder instead of writing or typing. Therefore, he requests that he be permitted to have a secretary
transcribe his recordings. This accommodation enabled him to work successfully at his prior firm. Juan’s
supervisor, a partner, denies the request, telling Juan that, “in a law firm these days, a competent lawyer
has to be able to draft his own documents, not dictate them to someone else.” Juan leaves the firm soon
thereafter.
The firm may have violated the ADA. Even if the partner had questions about Juan’s competence, he should
have considered that Juan had used this accommodation to work successfully at his prior firm. This would be
a strong indication that the accommodation enables Juan to perform his job effectively. The ADA permits
employers to discuss how accommodations work and to ensure that an employee is qualified to perform the
essential functions – the primary job duties. Here, the partner never discussed his concerns with Juan or
gave Juan an opportunity to respond. If this accommodation would have permitted Juan to perform his job,
without causing undue hardship to the firm, then the partner’s denial is a violation of the ADA.
The need for reasonable accommodation does not signal an inability to do the job. The purpose of workplace accommodations is to enable attorneys
with disabilities to perform their jobs and meet the employer’s performance standards.
C. Applicants and Reasonable Accommodation
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Employers may need to provide reasonable accommodation for the application process. Common forms of reasonable accommodation needed may
include using sign language interpreters and providing written materials in alternative formats, such as Braille or large print. Employers may find it helpful to
note on applications that applicants may request reasonable accommodation for the hiring process and to specify a contact person.
Example 2: Using a relay service, Francesca, who is deaf, calls to schedule an interview with a law firm. She
tells the secretary that she is deaf and will need a sign language interpreter. The secretary consults with the
Human Resources Department which makes the arrangements.
Example 3: A law firm is interviewing several third year law students, one of whom uses a wheelchair. The
firm practice is to take the students to lunch at a restaurant next door, but that restaurant has steps at the 
entryway. The managing partner instructs his secretary to change the reservation to an accessible restaurant
down the street.9
Employers should consider whether their on-line recruiting and application systems afford access to the application process to individuals with 
disabilities who use specialized computer software (e.g., applicants with vision impairments who use screen reading or magnification software). 
During an interview, employers may not generally ask applicants if they need reasonable accommodation to perform a job. However, if an employer
knows a particular applicant has a disability, either because it is obvious or because the person has voluntarily revealed it, and the employer reasonably 
believes the disability might require accommodation to perform the job, the employer is entitled to ask the following two questions:
Do you need reasonable accommodation to perform the job?
If the answer is yes, what accommodation do you believe you need? 10
Employers can assist applicants in assessing whether they will need an accommodation by making clear the job requirements, the duties to be 
performed, and the expected level of performance.
The need for reasonable accommodation is not a valid reason to reject an applicant.
D. Requesting Reasonable Accommodation
The ADA generally requires applicants and employees with disabilities to request reasonable accommodation, rather than requiring employers to ask
if accommodation is needed.11 A request is the beginning of the reasonable accommodation process, not the end. The employer may have questions about
the nature of the impairment – , whether it is a “disability” – and the requested accommodation. Those questions are addressed as part of “the interactive
process” that follows the request. The interactive process is discussed in section F.
To request a reasonable accommodation, an attorney must let the employer know that because of a medical condition he needs a change to the
application process, to the job, or to a benefit of employment. An attorney does not have to mention the ADA, the Rehabilitation Act, or “reasonable
accommodation” and does not have to provide evidence that the condition is a “disability” at the time the request is made. The attorney just has to make a
“plain English” request for a change due to a medical condition. In some instances, a request for reasonable accommodation may come from a third party,
for example a doctor’s note outlining work restrictions.
Some employers may not appear open to receiving requests for reasonable accommodation, and some lawyers with disabilities may be reluctant to
ask for accommodation because they are concerned that the employer will perceive them as less competent – even when the employer has done nothing to
suggest that it has such a perception. However, as in other workplace settings, employees in the legal profession who need accommodation must request it
and employers should be prepared to respond appropriately.
Example 4: Omar, who has cerebral palsy, has recently been hired by a law firm. He finds that his physical
limitations in using a computer keyboard, combined with the heavy workload and constant deadlines, are
causing him to fall behind in his assignments. Omar is concerned about what the firm will think if he asks for
a reasonable accommodation, but he talks to his supervising partner about voice-recognition software that
would make it much easier to use a computer and therefore perform his work. The partner consults with the
firm’s Information Technology department and the software is ordered and installed. Omar also receives
specialized training in how to use the software.
Example 5: Mary, a senior attorney with a federal agency, has bipolar disorder. Her agency is aware of her
disability and has provided an accommodation. Mary’s doctor has recently changed her medication, which is
resulting in temporary problems with concentration. At the same time, Mary is trying to cope with a change
in her workload, thus resulting in a significant increase in stress. Mary contemplates requesting a reasonable
accommodation, such as temporarily altering her work hours or removing several marginal functions. But,
because she is concerned that her employer will view her as unable to meet job requirements if she asks for
too many accommodations, Mary decides not to ask for the additional accommodation.
Perhaps Mary can handle the change in medication, the changes in her workload, and the resulting increase 
in stress. However, if she cannot handle the stress and performance problems result, neither Mary nor her
employer benefit. While it may be difficult for an attorney with a disability to ask for an accommodation, or
multiple accommodations, it is better for both the attorney and the employer to deal with an accommodation 
request than to address performance problems that result from a failure to request a needed 
accommodation.
Employers can do a number of things to create a climate in which lawyers will request needed accommodation. For example:
They can adopt policies and procedures on how requests for accommodation will be handled and ensure that these policies are well publicized and 
implemented.
They can make sure that both employees and managers know that company policy supports full compliance with the ADA and the provision of 
reasonable accommodation.
They can require adequate training of supervisors, managers, and human resources professionals on handling requests for accommodation and other 
requirements of the ADA.
E. When to Request a Reasonable Accommodation
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Individuals with disabilities may request reasonable accommodation at any time during the application process or during their employment.12 Some 
attorneys may choose to wait until they have a job offer before requesting a reasonable accommodation. Others may voluntarily raise the issue during the
hiring process.13 And attorneys may develop disabilities during their employment, thus prompting a request for reasonable accommodation.
Example 6: Roger is General Counsel of a major corporation. He develops macular degeneration and, as a
result, requests from the senior vice president the services of a reader as a reasonable accommodation. He
explains that his eyesight no longer permits him to read and that he must review many documents and
contracts. The senior vice president agrees to this request.
The ADA does not compel attorneys to ask for accommodations at a certain time. However, failure to request needed accommodation in a timely
manner (or to accept a proffered accommodation) could affect job performance and result in discipline or termination based on poor performance or 
conduct.14
Example 7: An attorney at a nonprofit organization recognizes soon after she begins working that she is
having difficulty following conversations at meetings because of her deteriorating hearing. While the attorney
uses a hearing aid, it only helps her when talking directly to one person and not in a large room where many
people participate in a discussion. The attorney believes that she would be able to hear if the employer
provided a portable assistive listening device. The attorney brings the situation to her supervisor’s attention
and explains that a simple assistive listening system would include an FM transmitter and microphone that
could be placed at the center of a conference table and an FM receiver and headset that she would wear. The
system would amplify speakers’ voices over the headset without affecting the way in which other meeting
participants would hear the conversation. The employer provides the reasonable accommodation and the
attorney now performs all of her job duties successfully.
Example 8: A county government attorney chooses not to disclose her hidden disability, even when she
begins having performance problems that she believes are disability-related. Her supervisor notices the
performance problems and counsels the attorney about her deficiencies, but the problems persist. The
supervisor warns that if her work does not show improvement within the next two months, she will receive a
written warning. At this point, the attorney discloses her disability and asks for reasonable accommodation.
The supervisor should discuss the request and how the proposed accommodation will help improve the
attorney’s performance. The two-month period to evaluate the attorney’s performance should be suspended
pending a decision on her request for reasonable accommodation.
Example 9: Same facts as in Example 8, but the supervisor’s response to the request for reasonable
accommodation is to deny it immediately, explaining, “You should not have waited until problems developed
to tell me about your disability.” The attorney, however, did not realize that she had any serious performance
problems until her supervisor brought them to her attention, thus prompting her to request accommodation.
The supervisor should not have summarily dismissed the request but instead should have discussed it,
gathered more information if necessary, and determined whether a reasonable accommodation for a
disability was needed. Then, as in Example 8, the two-month period could commence to measure whether
the attorney’s performance improved.
Example 10: An attorney with a small firm has a learning disability and does not request accommodation
during the application process or when he begins working. Because the attorney had a bad experience at a
prior job when he requested accommodation, he decides not to disclose his disability or ask for any
accommodations. Performance problems soon arise, and the attorney’s supervising partner brings them to
the attorney’s attention. He tries to solve the problems on his own, but they persist and he is counseled on
improving his performance. The firm follows its policy on counseling and disciplining attorneys who are failing
to meet minimum requirements, but these efforts are unsuccessful. During this entire period, when the
attorney is receiving counseling and warnings, he does not ask for reasonable accommodation. However,
when the partner meets with the attorney to fire him, then the attorney reveals a disability and requests
accommodation.
The attorney’s request for reasonable accommodation is too late. Reasonable accommodation is always
prospective. Therefore, an employer is not required to excuse performance problems that occurred prior to
the accommodation request. While it may be understandable that the attorney’s prior experience made him
reluctant to ask for accommodation, his failure to do so was a mistake. The firm correctly responded to the
attorney’s performance problems and gave him sufficient opportunity to make changes and request
accommodation. Once an employer makes an employee aware of performance problems, it is the employee’s
responsibility to request any accommodations to address and rectify them.
F. Discussing a Request for Reasonable Accommodation: The Interactive Process
The request for accommodation is the first step in an informal, interactive process between the attorney and the employer.15 This process will
generally focus on two issues: whether the attorney has a “disability” as defined by the ADA and why the requested accommodation is needed. In many
instances, a simple conversation between the employer and the attorney will suffice to clarify and resolve these issues. However, when the disability and/or
the need for accommodation are not obvious, the employer may ask the attorney for additional information. The employer may also seek, if necessary,
reasonable documentation from an appropriate health care or vocational rehabilitation professional about the attorney’s disability and functional
limitations.16 The employer is entitled to know that the attorney has a covered “disability” for which he needs a reasonable accommodation. But, the
employer is not entitled to obtain all of an attorney’s medical records, since they will contain far more information than is necessary to determine whether a
“disability” exists and why there is a need for reasonable accommodation.
An employer that requests documentation should specify what types of information it needs regarding the disability, its functional limitations, and/or
the need for reasonable accommodation. In some instances, the employer may obtain needed information by asking the attorney to sign a limited release
allowing the employer to submit a list of specific questions to the health care or rehabilitation provider, or by requesting that the attorney submit the 
questions to the provider directly. These questions should avoid legal terminology and relate only to the condition for which the attorney is requesting
accommodation and the job-related barriers she is experiencing. Asking the attorney or her health care provider vague questions increases the likelihood of
receiving vague answers.
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Unproductive approach: Does Jane Doe’s condition substantially limit a major life activity?
Better approach: Please specify all activities that are limited by Jane Doe’s asthma. For example, does Ms.
Doe’s asthma affect her ability to breathe? To walk? Any other activities? For all activities affected by Ms.
Doe’s asthma, please indicate: 1) the degree of limitation (e.g., under certain specified conditions she can 
have an asthma attack that will result in severe difficulty breathing and require that she go to the hospital; 
Ms. Doe experiences minor breathing difficulties during spring and fall allergy seasons) and 2) the frequency 
with which these limitations occur (e.g., constantly, every few weeks, every two months, only during certain 
seasons, when confronted with high levels of stress).
The employer should be clear about the purpose for asking such questions, i.e., a specific question should be designed to elicit information to enable
the employer to determine if the attorney has an ADA “disability,” why a reasonable accommodation is needed, or other possible accommodations that
would meet the attorney’s needs. Clearly, the employer must understand the nature of the problem, how it is connected to the disability, and how a
suggested accommodation would resolve the problem before she can assess what accommodation might be appropriate.17
Example 11: Rebecca, an in-house attorney, asks her supervisor to make several changes to accommodate
her chronic fatigue syndrome. She requests that she be allowed to arrive at work at 10:00 a.m. (and
correspondingly work later in the evening), that meetings not be scheduled before 10:00 a.m., if possible,
and that she be given a reclining chair in her office. The general starting time is 8:30 a.m. and no attorneys
have reclining chairs. The employer asks for a more specific explanation regarding the connection between
the chronic fatigue syndrome and the accommodations requested. The attorney explains that she has a
condition closely associated with chronic fatigue syndrome which results in low blood pressure. This, in turn,
results in lightheadedness, and she occasionally faints. After such episodes, she feels tired and groggy and
experiences problems concentrating for at least a couple of hours. The low blood pressure is more likely to
occur during the early morning hours and after prolonged periods of sitting. Rebecca explains that the
accommodations she is requesting are designed to enable her to work a full day, uninterrupted by any
symptoms, by starting work at 10:00 a.m. and by avoiding the need to sit or stand for prolonged periods. A
reclining chair would enable her to avoid sitting upright, thus preventing the onset of the low blood pressure
and enabling her to continue working. Since Rebecca’s job involves numerous telephone conversations and
significant amounts of reading, she can use the reclining chair when her symptoms prevent sitting at her
desk. Her request to schedule meetings at a later hour, where possible, would enable her to avoid missing
important work.
The employer requests documentation to substantiate Rebecca’s medical condition, the symptoms she
experiences, and the need for the accommodations she identifies. The doctor provides information that
corroborates Rebecca’s description of her chronic fatigue syndrome and low blood pressure, that explains
how reclining, as opposed to sitting, can avoid the onset of low blood pressure, and that concludes that
Rebecca should be able to work a full day with these accommodations. Assuming the lawyer has a
“disability,” and absent any undue hardship, the employer must provide these accommodations or alternative
ones that address her limitations and enable her to perform the essential functions of her position.
In some instances, it will immediately be clear whether a proposed accommodation will be effective. In other instances, an employer may have to
consider more carefully whether an accommodation will work. The attorney should inform his employer whether he has used a proposed accommodation
before – for example, at a previous job or in school – and if so, how well it worked.
Changes in the disability or changes to a job may require an accommodation that the attorney has never before used. When this is the case, an
employer should not simply dismiss the possibility that an accommodation may work. Depending on the type of accommodation, an employer in this
situation may wish to propose providing the accommodation on a trial basis to determine its effectiveness.
G. Types of Reasonable Accommodations
Reasonable accommodations for attorneys may take many forms. Common examples18 include:
making existing workplaces accessible (e.g., installing a ramp, widening a doorway, or reconfiguring a workspace)
job restructuring (e.g., removing a marginal function)19
part-time or modified work schedules
unpaid leave once an employee has exhausted all employer-provided leave (e.g., vacation leave, sick leave, personal days)
acquiring or modifying equipment (e.g., a TTY that would enable a deaf attorney to use a telephone relay service, or an assistive listening device that 
an attorney who is hard of hearing can use at a meeting)
modifying workplace policies
providing tests or training materials in an alternative format, such as Braille or large print or on audiotape
providing qualified readers or sign language interpreters
permitting telework, even if the employer does not have an established telework program or the employee with a disability has not met all the 
prerequisites to qualify for an existing telework program (e.g., length of service)20
changing the methods of supervision (e.g., supervising partner provides associate with critiques of his work through e-mail rather than face-to-face 
meetings)21
reassignment to a vacant position.22
This list of accommodations is not exhaustive. For example, lawyers with disabilities affecting arm strength and the ability to pull and push might
require automatic door openers. A lawyer with a vision impairment may need a screen reading program for a computer, and a lawyer whose disability
prevents typing may need voice-recognition software.
Example 12: Deborah required extensive leave due to leukemia. While the firm granted the leave, her
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supervising partner wants to give her an unsatisfactory review because she did not bill the required number 
of hours due to her use of extended leave. Penalizing Deborah with a poor review would be a violation of the
ADA because it would render the leave an ineffective accommodation and would constitute retaliation for her 
use of a reasonable accommodation.23 The firm should evaluate Deborah’s performance taking into account
her productivity for the months she did work. It might also choose to delay her evaluation for several months
or do an interim evaluation and allow Deborah to resume a normal workload, thus enabling the firm to do a
more accurate review of her work.
Example 13: Jonathan, a trial attorney working for a federal agency, asks for a reassignment to a
less-demanding position because he finds the long hours and constant deadlines increasingly difficult to
handle due to Parkinson’s disease. The agency has a vacancy for an attorney to draft agency policy directives
and respond to legal inquiries from agency field offices and the public. The job does not require the same
long hours as his current litigation position and he would have more control over the pace of work. Since
Jonathan meets the qualifications for this position and the position is at the same grade level as his current
job, the agency must reassign him unless it can show undue hardship.
Example 14: Emily has lymphedema which causes a buildup of lymphatic fluids in her right leg. The swelling
is painful and makes it very difficult to walk more than very short distances, thus affecting Emily’s ability to
commute to work. She provides documentation from her doctor confirming that the lymphedema is a chronic
condition that has worsened in the last few months. The doctor does not expect any improvement in the next
several months. As a reasonable accommodation, Emily requests that she be allowed to work from home
three days a week. Much of her work involves writing and reviewing documents which she can do using a
computer. She also can communicate with clients and colleagues through use of the phone and e-mail. The
doctor’s letter explains that the three days working at home will ease the pain and make it tolerable for Emily
to commute the other two days. Emily and her supervising partner work out an appropriate schedule and
methods for ensuring that work is completed in a timely manner. Emily also agrees that, with notice, she can
switch days working in the office if she needs to attend a meeting. The partner agrees to this schedule for
four months as long as Emily’s condition does not improve. After four months, the partner will request an
update on Emily’s condition to determine if she still requires telework as a reasonable accommodation or any
modification to this arrangement due to any changes in her condition.
Sometimes employers are quick to provide items that they expect a person with a disability will need, while slow to grant requests for unexpected
things. If employers are uncertain why something is needed, they should ask. Often, the unexpected items may be the easiest to provide (e.g., special 
office supplies may be necessary because of a disability, such as certain types of pens for attorneys with limited use of their hands).
In some situations reasonable accommodation is needed to make the working environment more accessible to attorneys with disabilities. For
example, an employer might have to install flashing emergency lights or provide a personal digital assistant (PDA) to notify an attorney who is deaf of an 
emergency situation. Employers also might need to shift furniture to make it easier for an attorney who uses a wheelchair to navigate through the office.
While most forms of reasonable accommodation cost little or nothing to provide, some forms of accommodation may entail higher expenses. Before
investing money for more expensive accommodations, the employer and the attorney may wish to explore whether a demonstration of the accommodation
can be arranged. If an attorney has used an accommodation before, and can give a detailed explanation of how it will work, setting up a demonstration may
not be necessary.
Employers that are concerned about an accommodation’s cost may choose to explore the possibility that an accommodation can be provided
through vocational rehabilitation agencies or other federal or state programs. However, an employer who can pay the cost of a reasonable accommodation
without undue hardship cannot refuse to provide an accommodation because it cannot be obtained through some other source.24
H. Actions Not Required as Reasonable Accommodation
Certain actions are not required as reasonable accommodations.
Employers are never required to remove an “essential function” – i.e., a fundamental job duty. An attorney with a disability must be able to perform
the essential functions of his position, with or without reasonable accommodation. Conducting legal research, writing motions and briefs, counseling
clients, teaching a law course, drafting regulations and opinion letters, presenting an argument before an appellate court, drafting testimony for a 
legislative body, and conducting depositions and trials are examples of what may be essential functions for many legal positions.
Employers should be careful to distinguish essential functions from marginal functions -- duties that are tangential or secondary to the primary job
duties. While essential functions never have to be removed from a position, marginal functions may have to be removed as a reasonable
accommodation if a person cannot perform them because of a disability. 
Example 15: A senior associate with multiple sclerosis practices trusts and estates law. The essential
functions of her position include drafting wills, providing representation at probate hearings, and
counseling clients on complex tax implications related to the transfer of property. In order to conserve
the limited energy that results from her disability, the attorney requests that her employer no longer
require that she serve on the firm’s hiring committee. The attorney and firm determine that this is a
marginal function and should be eliminated so that she can focus her limited energy on performing the
essential functions.
Employers are not required to lower or eliminate production standards for essential functions, either quantitative or qualitative, that are uniformly 
applied. For example, a law firm may require attorneys with disabilities to produce the same number of billable hours as it requires all
similarly-situated attorneys without disabilities to produce. Reasonable accommodation may be needed to assist an attorney to meet the billable hours
requirement, but it would not be a form of reasonable accommodation to exempt an attorney from this requirement.
Employers should make clear their expectations on production standards, the work that must be produced, and any timetables for producing it. If
problems arise in any of these areas, supervisors should immediately discuss them with the attorney with a disability just as they would with any
other attorney. On the other hand, if an attorney recognizes that a workplace problem is connected to a disability, the attorney should raise the issue
of reasonable accommodation to correct the problem, thus enabling the attorney to meet the employer’s expectations.25
Employers are not required to change an attorney’s supervisor as a reasonable accommodation.26 However, nothing in the ADA would prevent an
employer and attorney from agreeing to a supervisory change for reasons related to a disability.
Employers are not required to withhold discipline warranted by poor performance or conduct.27 (See Example 10.)
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Employers do not have to provide “personal use” items needed in accomplishing daily activities both on and off the job. Thus, an employer is not
required to provide an attorney with a wheelchair, hearing aids, or similar devices if they are also needed outside of the workplace.
I. Management Should Respond Quickly to Requests for Accommodation
After receiving a request for reasonable accommodation, an employer should move expeditiously to respond to it, seeking any additional information
that is needed, and make a determination.28 In some cases, there will be an urgent need to make a determination.
Example 16: A law firm’s mergers and acquisitions department announces on Monday that all attorneys are
expected to attend a staff meeting on Wednesday. A deaf attorney requests a sign language interpreter. The
firm must move quickly to provide an interpreter for the meeting.
In other situations, time may not be as critical, but it is always best to make responding to a request a priority. This is especially true when there
may be a need to obtain documentation on the disability and/or need for the accommodation or to consult with outside sources on possible
accommodations. Employers should keep the attorney informed of developments and explain any delays in processing the request or providing the
accommodation. Any unnecessary delay in responding to a request for reasonable accommodation could result in a violation of the ADA.
J. Management May Choose Between Effective Accommodations
In many situations, more than one possible accommodation may meet the needs of the attorney with a disability. The ADA requires that any
accommodation chosen be reasonable and effective in eliminating the workplace barrier.29 While the employer should give serious consideration to a specific
accommodation requested by an attorney, the employer is not required to provide that accommodation. The employer may choose among reasonable
accommodations as long as the chosen accommodation is effective in eliminating the workplace barrier.30 This means an employer is free to choose a less
expensive or less burdensome alternative if it will still be effective in meeting the attorney’s needs. If an attorney has problems with an accommodation
suggested by management, she should explain why it is ineffective, or less effective, in eliminating a workplace barrier, and not merely object to the
alternative accommodation.31
Example 17: A deaf summer associate will accompany a litigator to an all-day deposition. He requests two
sign language interpreters. The law firm suggests that one interpreter should be sufficient. The associate
explains that a sign language interpreter cannot interpret for several consecutive hours. In order to avoid
calling frequent breaks in the deposition, the associate believes that two interpreters are needed. The firm
agrees and makes the arrangements.
Example 18: A law professor with a visual disability finds that the glare created from light coming through
her office window makes it very difficult to read. She explains the problem to the head of her department and
requests that she be moved to an office without a window. While such an office is available, the department
head asks if curtains or shades would solve the problem. The professor agrees that they would and the
department head makes arrangements for shades to be installed rather than moving the professor to a new 
office.
Sometimes the goal in the interactive process may be to identify several types of effective accommodations, to assess their relative merits, to get
the attorney’s input on what he prefers and why, and then to have the employer make a decision. While employees often have suggestions for possible
accommodations, employers should be actively involved in proposing ideas based on a thorough understanding of the workplace barrier. The employer may
seek assistance from a variety of sources on possible accommodations, including the Job Accommodation Network, Disability and Business Technical
Assistance Centers, disability organizations, and the EEOC.32
K. Employers May Need to Provide More Than One Accommodation
Sometimes an attorney may need only one accommodation, while in other cases she may need two or more accommodations.33 The need for
reasonable accommodation also can change over time, particularly for degenerative disabilities.34 Attorneys with disabilities should not assume that since
they asked for accommodation once, the employer knows when a different accommodation is needed. To the contrary, attorneys should make a new
request if a current accommodation no longer works or if an additional accommodation is required. If it is unclear why a new accommodation is needed, an
employer should again engage in the interactive process. Generally, an employer should not ask for additional information to establish that the attorney has
an ADA “disability” unless previous information suggested that the disability or its limitations would be of limited duration.35
Example 19: A senior associate has multiple sclerosis. As a reasonable accommodation, he is allowed to work
a flexible schedule as long as he coordinates his hours with other attorneys in his practice area. He also is
allowed to work from home when his disability flares up and makes commuting to work more difficult. The
attorney’s eyesight is beginning to deteriorate severely as a result of the disability. He raises the issue of his
failing eyesight with the firm’s human resources department, which handles most accommodation requests,
and asks if he might be assigned additional secretarial help. The human resources manager does some
research and learns about equipment that he believes may enable the attorney to continue reviewing and
drafting documents on a computer, including software that will read information on the screen and an optical
scanner that can be used to convert printed material into an electronic format. The attorney agrees that this
equipment should meet his needs. The firm purchases the equipment and provides the attorney with
appropriate training on how to use it.
It is always a good idea for an employer to consult with the attorney after providing a reasonable accommodation to ensure that it is working as
expected. Sometimes, despite everyone’s best intentions, a reasonable accommodation does not work. In that case, the employer should consider whether
there is another accommodation that would work and would not cause undue hardship.36
L. Thinking Ahead Can Avoid Future Problems
Sometimes employers make major changes in the work environment that affect all employees but may have a particular impact on attorneys with 
disabilities, such as changes to information technology or relocation of physical facilities. Consulting with an attorney with a disability before making such
changes can avoid problems and save money.
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Example 20: A law firm intends to move into a building that is under construction. The firm has a mid-level
associate who uses a wheelchair. The firm consults with the attorney about what questions it should ask the
building owner and its architectural firm to ensure accessibility. The attorney provides a list of items
addressing areas such as the entry to the building, the elevators, the restrooms, the parking lot, the
stairwells (to ensure they are designed appropriately for emergency evacuation), and the firm’s own space.
The firm discusses the attorney’s concerns with the building owners and the architectural firm, and continues
to consult with the associate throughout the building process to ensure the new space is accessible. Involving
the employee with a disability helps ensure compliance with Title III of the ADA,37 which requires that newly
constructed buildings meet certain accessibility standards. Moreover, the employee may require additional
adaptations not mandated by Title III, but nonetheless required as a reasonable accommodation (absent
undue hardship) under Title I. Ensuring that accessibility features are built into the new structure avoids the
difficult and potentially more expensive situation of considering retrofits after the building’s completion.
Employers also should include employees with disabilities when reviewing or making changes to emergency protocols.38 This includes ensuring that
employees with certain disabilities are promptly made aware of emergency situations (e.g., installing flashing lights in addition to alarm bells) and that 
appropriate plans are in place for the evacuation of anyone with a mobility impairment.
M. Reasonable Accommodation to Gain Equal Access to Benefits of Employment
The reasonable accommodation obligation extends to ensuring equal access to the “benefits and privileges of employment.”39 Benefits and privileges
of employment include, but are not limited to, employer-sponsored: (1) training that can lead to employee advancement (whether provided by the 
employer or an outside entity);40 (2) services (e.g., employee assistance programs, credit unions, cafeterias, lounges, gymnasiums, auditoriums, 
transportation); and (3) social and professional functions (e.g., parties to celebrate retirements and birthdays, company retreats, and outings to
restaurants, sporting events, or other entertainment activities). Benefits and privileges of employment also include access to information communicated in
the workplace, such as through e-mail, public address systems, or during meetings, whether or not that information relates directly to performance of an
attorney’s essential job functions.
Example 21: A corporation provides parking for its employees. Parking spaces are unassigned. An attorney
has severe emphysema and asks for a parking space next to the door. His disability requires constant use of
a portable oxygen tank which, in turn, restricts him from walking even relatively short distances. The
attorney is seeking an accommodation to use the employer-provided benefit. Therefore, the employer should
reserve a parking space next to the door for use by the attorney as a reasonable accommodation, if there is 
no undue hardship, in order to provide him equal access to the parking benefit.
An employer’s obligation to make a benefit accessible with reasonable accommodation does not require the employer to provide an alternative
benefit.41
Example 22: A corporation subsidizes paid parking for its employees. A lawyer with epilepsy does not drive
because of her disability. She requests that the employer provide her with the cash equivalent of the parking
subsidy as a reasonable accommodation so that she can use the money to pay for her transportation. The
employer does not have to grant this request because the attorney is asking the employer to provide her
with a different benefit – subsidized use of public transportation. The employer has the right to choose to
provide paid parking while not providing subsidies for use of public transportation. The fact that the lawyer’s
disability does not allow her to make use of the paid parking does not require the employer to provide her
with a different benefit.
N. Limitation on Providing Reasonable Accommodation: Undue Hardship
An employer has no obligation to provide a specific form of reasonable accommodation if it will cause “undue hardship,” i.e., significant difficulty or 
expense.42 Employers should not assume that because one accommodation would result in undue hardship, there would be undue hardship in providing any
accommodation. Undue hardship must be determined on a case-by-case basis, taking into consideration the following factors:
the nature and cost of the accommodation needed
the overall financial resources of the facility making the reasonable accommodation; the number of persons employed at this facility; the effect on 
expenses and resources of the facility
the overall financial resources, size, number of employees, and type and location of facilities of the employer (if the facility involved in the reasonable 
accommodation is part of a larger entity)
the type of operation of the employer, including the structure and functions of the workforce, the geographic separateness, and the administrative or 
fiscal relationship of the facility involved in making the accommodation
the impact of the accommodation on the operation of the facility.43
Example 23: A law firm based in New York has offices in four other cities. The firm has an executive
committee comprised of partners from each office that sets salaries, establishes hiring policies, determines 
billing rates, and makes partnership decisions. The Atlanta office is considering hiring a blind attorney who
has requested the following: a screen reader computer program that converts what is on the screen to 
speech; a computer program that scans written text and reads it aloud; a Braille printer; and a screen 
magnification program. In determining whether undue hardship exists, the Atlanta office must look at not
only its resources but the resources of the entire firm. The Atlanta office is not an independent entity but
maintains an integrated administrative and fiscal relationship with the head office in New York and the other 
offices; therefore, the resources of the entire firm must be taken into account in assessing undue hardship.
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If the employer determines that the cost of a reasonable accommodation constitutes an undue hardship, it should consider whether some or all of 
the cost can be offset. In some instances, state rehabilitation agencies or disability organizations may provide certain accommodations at little or no cost.44
An employer should also determine whether it is eligible for certain tax credits or deductions to offset the cost of the accommodation.45 But, an employer
cannot claim undue hardship solely because it cannot obtain a reasonable accommodation at little or no cost, or because it is ineligible for a tax credit or 
deduction.
An employer cannot claim undue hardship based on employees’ fears or prejudices about the attorney’s disability. Similarly, employers cannot base
an undue hardship decision on the fears, prejudices, or preferences of clients or the public.46 However, undue hardship may exist if a particular form of
reasonable accommodation actually disrupts the ability of other attorneys and employees to do their jobs.
Example 24: Rachel, a city government attorney, seeks and is granted a modified work schedule because of
her disability. Rachel’s job requires that she work closely with department attorneys as well as other
employees. Her new schedule means she often is not available when other attorneys and employees need
her assistance, thus resulting in missed deadlines and incomplete work. Additionally, other attorneys are
handling more requests for assistance because of Rachel’s new schedule. Rachel’s new schedule is causing an
undue hardship on the agency because it adversely affects the ability of other employees to perform their
essential functions in a timely manner.
O. Legal Enforcement
Private Sector/State and Local Governments
An attorney who believes that his employment rights have been violated on the basis of disability and wants to make a claim against an employer
must file a “charge of discrimination” with the EEOC. The charge must be filed by mail or in person with a local EEOC office within 180 days from the date of
the alleged violation. The 180-day filing deadline is extended to 300 days if a state or local anti-discrimination law also covers the charge.47
The EEOC will notify the employer of the charge and may ask for a response and supporting information. Before a formal investigation, the EEOC
may select the charge for its mediation program. Participation in mediation is free, voluntary, and confidential. Mediation may provide the parties with a
quicker resolution of the case.
If mediation is not pursued or is unsuccessful, the EEOC investigates the charge to determine if there is “reasonable cause” to believe discrimination
occurred. If reasonable cause is found, the EEOC will then try to resolve the charge. In some cases, where the charge cannot be resolved, the EEOC will file
a court action. If the EEOC finds no discrimination, or if an attempt to resolve the charge fails and the EEOC decides not to file suit, it will issue a notice of a
“right to sue,” which gives the charging party 90 days to file a lawsuit. A charging party also can request a notice of a “right to sue” from the EEOC 180 days
after the charge first was filed with the EEOC.
For a detailed description of the process, please refer to the EEOC website at http://www.eeoc.gov/charge/overview_charge_filing.html. 
Federal Government
An attorney who believes that her employment rights have been violated on the basis of disability and wants to make a claim against a federal
agency must file a complaint with that agency. The first step is to contact an EEO Counselor at the agency within 45 days of the alleged discriminatory
action. The individual may choose to participate in either counseling or in Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) if the agency offers this alternative.
Ordinarily, counseling must be completed within 30 days and ADR within 90 days. At the end of counseling, or if ADR is unsuccessful, the individual may file
a complaint with the agency. The agency must conduct an investigation unless the complaint is dismissed. If a complaint contains one or more issues that
must be appealed to the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB), the complaint is processed under the MSPB’s procedures. For all other EEO complaints,
once the agency finishes its investigation the complainant may request a hearing before an EEOC administrative judge or an immediate final decision from
the agency.
In cases where a hearing is requested, the administrative judge issues a decision within 180 days. Where discrimination is not found, the agency
must issue a final order before further action can be taken by the complainant. The complainant may appeal to EEOC an agency’s final action within 30 days
of receipt. Where discrimination is found, the administrative judge orders appropriate relief. If the agency does not issue a final order within 40 days after
receiving the administrative judge’s decision, the decision becomes the final action of the agency. If the agency issues an order notifying the complainant
that the agency will not fully implement the decision of the administrative judge, the agency also must file an appeal at the same time.
For more information concerning enforcement procedures for federal applicants and employees, visit the EEOC website at 
http://www.eeoc.gov/facts/fs-fed.html.
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